Of Eden and Nazareth: Stories to capture the imagination

In pursuit of counter-traditions that have read the Eden narrative without subscribing to the Christian fall–redemption paradigm, this article engages Richard Kearney’s hermeneutical–phenomenological reading of the imagination to explore new avenues for imagining sin and salvation along post-metaphysical lines. The first section provides insights proceeding from an intratextual reading of the Eden narrative. The second section proceeds to incorporate the biblical and rabbinical concept of the yetser to elaborate the reading described above. The section follows Kearney’s reading of the Eden narrative to elicit the imagination along ethical lines as humanity’s passion for the possible. The third section reads the annunciation narrative along these same lines, illustrating how a divine kingdom of justice and love is possibilised by an imagination captured by divine promise and hospitality. By reading these two narratives together through the lense of the imagination, novel ways of rethinking sin and salvation along post-metaphysical lines emerge that portray salvation as human participation in God’s ongoing creation of justice and love, thus enabling the God Who May Be.

Intrdisciplinary and/or interdisciplinary implications: This article is relevant to the fields of philosophy, philosophy of religion and theology. The narratives of fall and promise, previously read by philospopher Richard Kearney in different contexts and not in relation to one another, are read here from a decidedly theological point of view.

Introduction

The interpretation of sin in the history of the doctrine of the Church, and correspondingly the understanding of salvation in Christ, has been profoundly influenced by the Greek metaphysical tradition and its emphasis on ontology (Steenkamp 2016). This article will explore ways of re-imagining sin and salvation through a hermeneutical re-reading of certain counter-traditions in Scripture. As such, we will re-read the narratives of Eden and the Annunciation through the lense of the yetser, an Old Testament (OT) and Talmudic concept of imagination. What results is an eschatological reinterpretation of salvation (and the Christ event) in terms of the Messianic Kingdom of the God Who May Be.1

Of Eden: Imagination towards death

The Garden of Eden narrative has fascinated its readers – both inside and outside religion – for centuries. Yet, it is a story that needs to be salvaged from a long and heavy shadow cast over it by its history of interpretation. Christian readings of the story over the centuries have been largely conditioned by the hamartiological reductionism that characterises the fall–redemption paradigm as the dominant metanarrative of mainstream Christianity. The narrative’s interpretation in Christianity has for the most part been based on New Testament (NT) and patristic perspectives and as such has become a narrative of condemnation and a tool for control, especially of women (cf. Stewart 2012:46). There have, however, been counter-traditions that have either not subscribed to the idea that the narrative supports the doctrine of original sin, or that have viewed what is usually considered ‘the fall’ as symbolic of a great triumph for humanity.2

1. A recent proposal for a post-metaphysical re-imaginaion of God has come from the Irish philosopher Richard Kearney in his widely acclaimed monograph, The God who may be: A hermeneutics of religion (2001). Writing as a philosopher, and approaching his subject matter mainly by means of phenomenology and hermeneutic returns to biblical texts, Kearney invites theologians to contribute to the discussion from a specifically theological point of view. This article forms part of a larger research project that aims to accept Kearney’s invitation and address both the challenges and opportunities posed to Christian theology by such a post-metaphysical re-reading of God (cf. Steenkamp 2011, 2012, 2011, 2012; cf. Gratton & Manoussakis 2007a; Kearney & Zimmermann 2015; Manoussakis 2006 for an overview of Kearney’s impact in the philosophical, theological and literary worlds). Specifically, the study investigates the implications of post-metaphysical reimaginings of God for the theological categories of hamartology and soteriology.

2. See, for example, Tikva Frymer-Kensky’s note on Eve as Prometheus, ‘the bringer of culture (fire) for humanity, who was punished by the gods’ (1990:275–276). See also Reicke (1956:198–199) and his emphasis on human procreation as a principle of civilisation. A further example would be the Gnostic traditions, which understood the serpent as God’s divine messenger, and considered the serpent as good and Eve as heroine for grasping the insight provided by the eating of the fruit. See Philip Alexander’s study on the Eden narrative in Gnostic literature for a thorough discussion (1992:93–104).
Reading the narrative on its own terms, however, and taking into account both its rich mythological undertones and its rich literary landscape, the reader finds their imagination captured by the ambivalence of a narrative that perpetually refuses a final, definitive interpretation. Any discussion about ‘sin’ based on the Eden narrative needs to take place along the lines of mistrust and disobedience of God, resulting in fractured relationships and estrangement on all levels – from God, from each other, from some animals and from nature (Toews 2013:14; cf. Goldingay 2003:144).

Such a relational view of sin and its effects is far removed indeed from the ontological understanding of sin that developed under the influence of the Western Church Fathers (Toews 2013:14). Neither the Eden narrative, nor any other biblical text, speaks of Adam and Eve bringing about the ‘fall’ of the human race. Instead, the mytho-narratological prologue to Genesis tells ‘not just one but a sequence of stories’ that in combination attempt to provide some explanation for:

how wrongdoing came to dominate the human story in ways that affect people’s relationship with God (Gen 3), with their family and society (Gen 4) and with supernatural powers (Gen 6). (Goldingay 2003:144)³

Richard Kearney and the Eden narrative in terms of the yetser

In The wake of the imagination: Toward a postmodern culture, Kearney takes a historical approach to illustrate that the human ability to ‘image’ or ‘imagine’ has been mainly understood in the history of Western thought as a representational faculty (reproducing images of some pre-existing reality) or as a creative faculty (producing images which often lay claim to an original status in their own right) (1988:15). Tracing the views of imagination from the Hebraic and Greek cultures through Medieval and modern perspectives, to the postmodern voices of structuralism, post-structuralism and deconstruction, he illustrates how the:

…creative power of imagination which biblical culture identified with Adamic man, and Greek culture with Prometheus or demiurgic man, reaches its ultimate humanist conclusion with existentialist man. And the logical implication would seem to be

that the human imagination will disappear as man himself disappears. The concept of imagination cannot, apparently, survive the postmodern age of deconstruction. (Kearney 1988:30)

Because of the decisive influence of the biblical heritage on Western culture, Kearney begins his study of the genealogy of the imagination with an interpretative exploration of the book of Genesis (Kearney 1988:38). He reads the Eden narrative through the window of the ‘good and evil yetser’, a term for human creativity that is a usurpation of the divine yetzirah, and which first appears in the OT in the Adamic myth, where it marks the fall of humanity into story (Gratton & Manoussakis 2007b:xvii; Kearney 1988:39):

The story of imagination is as old as the story of creation itself. In Genesis it is suggested that the birth of the human power of imagining coincides with Adam’s transgression of God’s law. The Original Sin of our first parents marks imagination from its inception. The Knowledge of Good and Evil, which the serpent promises will make Adam and Eve “like gods,” is henceforth identified with man’s ability to imagine a world of his own making – a world of striving, desire, remorse and death which began with the fall from paradise into history. The Adamic myth of the first book of the Bible tells the tale of a fallen imagination. And, as we shall see, it is above all else an ethical tale. (Kearney 1988:39)

Derived from the root yetz (ѣץִ), Kearney interprets the yetser as the human person’s ‘creative impulse to imitate God’s own creation’ (Kearney 1988:39). Associated with the yetser is both an ethical consciousness of good and evil and an historical consciousness of past and future. Thus, Adam and Eve’s eating of the fruit does not only impart knowledge of good and evil but also marks the beginning of time, enabling humanity to ‘project itself into the future through its creative activity’ (Gratton & Manoussakis 2007b:xxvii).

Drawing from the exegetical tradition of Rabbinic and kabbalistic sources, Kearney sees in humanity’s yetser a likeness to the stigma of a stolen divine possession (e.g. the Prometheus myth; Kearney 1988:41). The essential ambiguity of imagination is made plain by the fact that the freedom acquired by Adam and Eve’s exercise of their yetser was both a liberation and a curse: ‘Split between his present being and his future possibilities of becoming, the First Man feels torn inside, out of joint with himself’ (Kearney 1988:41):

This loss of innocence, of contentedness with what he is, is the cost of the freedom to become more than he is, to make himself other than his given self, to imagine alternative possibilities of existence. But the curse of shame, anguish, labour and death which Adam’s sin entails also contains an ironic blessing. In his presumptuous bid to equal God his father, the human son loses Eden and gains history. (Kearney 1988:42)

This means that yetser is intimately related to the freedom of human beings to narrate their being as a choice between good and evil. Thus, Kearney designates the yetser as a ‘passion for the possible’ that enables human existential

The Talmud almost consistently offers a negative evaluation of the yêtser as the ‘evil inclination or impulse’ (yetser raḥ; yetser harah), following the notion in Genesis 6:5 that ‘… every inclination of the thoughts of their hearts (yetser) was only evil continually’.8 These negative views advocate the suppression of the imaginative impulse represented by the yêtser. The yêtser harah is often identified with the human corporeal nature, and especially linked with sexual desire (Kearney 1988:44).9 The Talmud associates bodily lust with the yêtser because of the part it was understood to have played in Eve’s disobedience and ‘subsequent fall into the historical order of sexual procreation and shame’ (Kearney 1988:44; cf., e.g., Sanh 43b; Gn Rab 27; Yaḥ Shim Gn 44; Ta’an 24a; y Ned 41b).

Rabbinc literature thus reveals a suspicion of imagination as a drive towards idolatry, coupled with a particular antagonism towards the associated bodily desire (Kearney 1988:45). The essential ambiguity of imagination remains intact, however, because the Talmudic suppression of the yêtser only emphasises the fact that it is God who created humanity with this trait, and, moreover, that humanity shares this trait with the divine (Kearney 1988:45). Biblical tradition, furthermore, attaches a twofold character to the word yêtser as both the human form and human nature. While the first was created by God, the latter could be regarded as something which God made (e.g. Ps 103:14), or as something which the human person creates or performs (Dt 31:21; Porter 1901:108–109).

This twofold nature of the yêtser in the OT opens the possibility of a more benign view of the imagination, found in an alternative Rabbinc tradition that Kearney calls the ‘tradition of integration’. A number of Talmudic passages address the inherent tension of imagination, attempting to integrate the evil imagination into a good imagination (Kearney 1988:46; cf. Ber 61a; Gn Rab 48, 226; cf. Otzen 1990:265):10

In its admission of a fundamentally good possibility for the yêtser, this Talmudic body of opinion suggests a more lenient logic behind God’s creation of man as a creature of imagination. According to this positive reading, imagination is deemed to be that most primordial ‘drive’ of man which, if sublimated and oriented towards the divine way (Talmud), can serve as an indispensable power for attaining the goal of creation: the universal embodiment of God’s plan in the Messianic Kingdom of justice and peace. (Kearney 1988:46)

A human yêtser that is redirected towards the fulfilment of divine will and purpose (i.e. the divine yêtser)11 may therefore become partner with God in the task of historical recreation (Kearney 1988:47). The possibility of such co-creation may explain why, after the sixth day of creation, having just created humanity with its yêtser, God declares creation ‘very good’:

In short, if the evil imagination epitomizes the error of history as a monologue of man with himself, the good imagination (yêtser hâtor) opens up history to an I-Thou dialogue between man and his Creator. (Kearney 1988:47)

The yêtser, in this view, is then in itself neither good nor evil, but may become either through human choice and action (Kearney 1988:48). Humanity is advised to turn to the Torah as guide in their efforts to submit the inclinations of the yêtser to God’s plan for creation (Kearney 1988:49). Unlike the negative interpretive view of the yêtser, the integrative approach does not identify yêtser harah with the body and yêtser hâtor with the soul, effectively rejecting body–soul dualism (Kearney 1988:49). Importantly:

The distinction between good and evil is seen as a moral choice rather than a physical property of being. And this emphasis on the ethical rather than ontological character of the imagination is regarded by several commentators as one of the main features which differentiate the Hebraic from the Hellenic understanding of this concept. According to this Talmudic tradition, evil does not pre-exist man, either as a form of cosmic being or as a preestablished given of his own corporeal being. Evil, like good, is seen in the context of man’s ethical horizon of decision. (p. 49)

The fundamental ethical understanding of the imagination in the Semitic world returns us, Kearney concludes, to its fundamentally historical character (Kearney 1988:49).12 As it was by free choice that human imagination was made evil, the human person may also by choice make it good: ‘Decision for the good results in the historical realization of man’s yêtser in accordance with the plan (yêtser) of the Original Creator ( Yötoř)’ (Kearney 1988:51, citing B. Bat. 16a; Ber. 60b).

The ethical notion of goodness is thus linked in Hebraic thought with the historical notion of becoming. In contradistinction to Hellenic culture, this reveals a preference for the historical category of becoming over the ontological category...
of being (Kearney 1988:51, my emphasis). The implication is radical: the question is not whether the human person ‘is’ good (or evil) per se, but that he ‘may become so’, based on the free orientation of the yetser to either extreme. It also means that goodness is never obtained as a condition or state of existence, because it is irreducible to any single act in the present. Rather, goodness is an:

... eschatological horizon which opens up the path of history as a dynamic movement towards the end (eschaton) or goal of perfect goodness – a goal which would only finally be realized in the arrival of the Messianic era, what Christianity later referred to as the Coming of the Kingdom.... Hence the Judeo-Christian teaching that goodness must not slow itself in the sense of reducing itself to the realm of being here and now – for such is the way of pride and idolatry. Goodness, in the full sense, must always remain a promise, as it were beyond being, until the ultimate coming of the Messiah, that is, until man and God are fully reconciled at the end of time. (pp. 51–52)

Greek philosophy, moulded by the Hellenic understanding of time as circular, has no notion of the faculty of the will, as Hannah Arendt points out. In contrast, the Hebraic notion of history as creation (both human and divine), return and becoming – as a more linear path leading from a past to a future that may be altered by human intervention – introduces the concept of free will to Greek philosophy. Nevertheless, as opposed to the Hebrew concept of the yetser residing in the human person’s free ethical choice, Greek philosophy still only manages to consider imagination from an epistemological point of view (Kearney 1988:52).

Kearney’s analysis leads him to describe the Hebraic concept of imagination in terms of four fundamental properties: (1) mimetic – as a human imitation of the divine act of creation, (2) ethical – as a choice between good and evil, (3) historical – as a projection of future possibilities of existence and (4) anthropological – as an activity that differentiates humankind from both a higher (divine) order and a lower (animal) order, and that ‘opens up a freedom of becoming beyond the necessity of cosmic being’ (Kearney 1988:53).

Kearney’s reading of yetser as representing the human ability to freely choose between good and evil finds its theological precedents and parallels not only in typically Semitic views of sin, but also in the trajectory of the Greek Church Fathers that would eventually be expressed in Pelagius’ view that the human condition remained – even after Adam’s sin – neutral and therefore with a capacity for both good and evil – a choice which could be freely made by a ‘free and entirely undetermined will’ (Berkhof 1969:132; cf. Steenkamp 2016:40–68; Toews 2013).11 We now turn to a narrative that illustrates the imagination (yetser) as power of the possible, along the same eschatological lines drawn by Kearney. Since it is worth noting that the OT seems to suggest a difference between the creative endeavours of humanity and divinity, God is the subject of two Hebrew verbs that denote God’s work of creation, where brh (‘to create’; priestly account) describes God’s initial creation of heaven and earth, and ysr (‘to fashion’; Yahwistic account) describes the acts of creation that follow by ordering pre-existing created elements. While the latter is used of both divine and human acts of creation or creativity, brh is reserved for the divine alone. This seems to imply a fundamental difference between Creator and creature. While man may be said to legitimately imitate God as Yetser in so far as his creative activities express his ‘good imagination’ (yetser hatov), he cannot presume to emulate God as a Creator ex nihilo (Bore) (Kearney 1988:70).

Kearney interprets this narrative of the Annunciation in terms of hospitality to the Divine Stranger in his Anatheism (2011), it will be read here in a way that Kearney himself has not done (to my knowledge), namely in continuity with his interpretation of the yetser as ‘power of the possible’, and also in line with his proposal that God be re-imagined, post-metaphysically, as possibility, or the God Who May Be.

**Of Nazareth: Imagination towards life**

The short story of the Divine Messenger announcing the possibility of the Messiah’s birth to a young girl in Nazareth seems rather obsessed with what we ‘call’ things. There are the more obvious, almost expected references to this, such as what people and places are called: Nazareth, Joseph and the young Mary (cf. 26d, 27c, 27d).14 There is the almost-familiar pronunciation of an unlikely pregnancy,15 along with a directive of what the child’s name is ‘to be called’ (31c). ἵνα ὄνοματι, denoting delivery. A rather weighty name for a baby, yet it is soon outshined by the angel announcing that this baby will be called ‘Son of the Most High’ (32b) and ‘holy Son of God’ (35e). The manner in which the angel addresses Mary leaves her perplexed: She is the ‘favoured one’. This, along with the standard Greek greeting, both words derived from the root ἡγεῖον, meaning ‘favour’ and ‘grace’, was certainly not the way a young girl, gripped in poverty, was commonly addressed. The text has a point to make: what we call things, and how we address people, ‘matters’.

Most deeply, the narrative takes issue with ‘what we call’ or define as possible and impossible, and in the person of the young Mary it invites us to imagine again, so that the impossible may indeed become possible. The Strange Messenger is sent to Mary (26–27), addresses her three times (28; 30–33; 35–37), upon which she responds in kind, three times (29; 34; 38a–c), before the angel leaves her (38d). The first two addresses by the angel leaves Mary confused. At first she is only perplexed by his highly favourable words towards her, a lowly child from a poverty-stricken town, and ponders his greeting. But his second address is so extravagant in its promises that Mary cannot but question the possibility of these things: *How may this be?*16

11. The structure I have outlined in Figure 1 reflects the unfolding of the story as a dialogue framed by the arrival and departure of God’s messenger. See also LaVerdiere (2004:viii–ix).

14. The announcement of an unlikely pregnancy is a familiar theme in the Israelite literary tradition. See, for example, Esther Fuchs’ detailed study of announcement (and temptation) type-scenes of the biblical mother figure (Chapter 3 [2000:44–90]). Typically, the type-scene is told entirely from the perspective of male characters, with the birth announcement often made to the husband instead of his wife, and involving the mother figure only insofar and up until she births the son who allows the story to move forward (Fuchs 2000:46). As such, ‘the telos of nativity narratives is the birth of a male heir, and the happy re-establishment of patrilineal continuity’ (Fuchs 2000:44). Also, ‘[t]he birth of the son leads to the inevitable mimetic and diegetic death of the mother. She will either die at childbirth, like Rachel, or, as happens most of the time, through the suppression of information’ (p. 46).

15. Luke strays from this norm, however, in that the Annunciation is told entirely from Mary’s perspective, includes the Magnificat, and in that Mary remains a character in Luke-Acts (Wilson 2012:512).

16. Kearney interprets Mary’s being ‘perplexed’ at the angel’s greeting, as well as her questioning response ‘How may this be?’, in terms of a hermeneutic wager that leaves her traversing the boundaries of fear and consent. Finding herself preceded by a literary tradition of birth announcements to unlikely mothers, this is very much
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Thematic development</th>
<th>V.</th>
<th>Luke 1:26–38 (NA 28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 1: Humanity addressed as Thou</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 1.1</strong></td>
<td>The divine messenger is sent to a young girl in a small Galilean town</td>
<td>26a</td>
<td>ἐν δὲ τῷ μητρὶ τοῦ ἄπετρον ᾨγγέλλη Ἡγιάσμην. ἀπὸ τοῦ θεοῦ εἰς πόλιν τῆς Γαλιλαίας (…) ἥ ὄνομα Ναζαρετῆδε. (…) πρὸς παρθένον ἐνεργητευμένην ἀνδρὶ (…) ὦ ὄνομα Τοσσίρα ζῷ, καὶ τῷ ὄνομα τῆς παρθένου Μαρία.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 1.2</strong></td>
<td>Bewilderness as the divine messenger addresses a simple girl and bestow grace freely</td>
<td>27a</td>
<td>καὶ εἰσελθόν πρὸς αὐτήν εἶπεν χάρις, κηρυχτευμένη, οὐ κύριος μετὰ σου. ἢ ὦ ἑπὶ τῷ ἄγγει διαταραχήτω καὶ δισυγγίζετο παπαλός εἰς ὄσσημα σοῦ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 2: With God, all things are possible</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 2.1</strong></td>
<td>Grace, gifts, and promises: The Divine Messenger discloses its intention to enter the world as Messiah Jesus</td>
<td>29a</td>
<td>Καὶ εἶπεν ὁ ἄγγελος αὐτῆς: μὴ φοβοῦ, Μαρία, εἰρήνη γὰρ χρόνων παρά τῷ θεῷ. καὶ ἱδον συλλῆμψιν εἰς γαστρὶ καὶ τίζῃ υἱὸν καὶ καλλίπτες τὸ ὄνομα αὐτοῦ Κυρίων. οὗτος ἔσται μέγας καὶ ωὸς ἅπαστον κληθεῖται καὶ δοσέων αὐτῇ κύριος ὁ θεός τὸν ὄντον Δαυίδ τοῦ πατρὸς αὐτοῦ, καὶ βαπτίζωσας ἐπὶ τὸν οἴκου Ιακώβ εἰς τούς αἴνες καὶ τῆς βαπτισίας αὐτοῦ οὐκ ἔσται τέλος, εἶπεν δὲ Μαρία πρὸς τὸν ἄγγελον: πᾶς ἔσται τοῦτο, ἐπεὶ ἄνδρα εἰς γυναῖκα;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 2.2</strong></td>
<td>How can that be? Faced with the Impossible Possible</td>
<td>31a</td>
<td>ἐπεὶ ἄνδρα ὑπὸ γυναῖκα;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 2.3</strong></td>
<td>The divine Spirit lures and possibilities, transfiguring the human person</td>
<td>32a</td>
<td>καὶ ἐπαρκείτως ἐπὶ αὐτῆς: συνέργος θεοῦ ἔκπεισεται ἐπὶ σὲ καὶ δύναμις ἁγίου ἐπεποιησεται σου διὸ (…) θεοῦ κληρόνοιον ὁ λόγος (…) καὶ τὸ γεννημένον καὶ ἱδον Ἐξελαβής ἡ συγγένες σου καὶ αὐτὴ συνελήφθες υἱὸν ἐν γήρας αὐτῆς καὶ νόμος μὴ ἔκτετα εἰστι αὐτῇ καὶ ὥς ἑαυτῇ καλομιμήην στείρα (…) ότι οὐκ ἀναταξήησα παρά τοῦ θεοῦ πάν ῥῆμα.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 3: A girl transfigured</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 3.1</strong></td>
<td>A yetzer inclined to divine will becomes co-creator with God</td>
<td>33a</td>
<td>εἶπεν δὲ Μαρία: ἱδον ἤ δικελης κυριοῦ, γένος μου κατὰ τὸ κύριον σου.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 3.2</strong></td>
<td>The otherness of the Divine Other upheld</td>
<td>35a</td>
<td>Καὶ ἀσπέλθην ἀπ’ αὐτῆς ὁ ἄγγελος.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** A structural and thematic analysis of the annunciation (Lk 1:26–38).

(footnote 16 continues...)

We clearly see from the mythical rendering of the temptation narratives of Jesus in the desert. See Kearney’s discussion of Ricoeur’s hermeneutic approach to hospitality, which “argues for a prudent interpretation between different kinds of strangers” (Kearney 2015b:173–184 [175]).
The third and final address by the Divine Stranger speaks to the young Mary of the possibility of the Spirit that will ‘overshadow’ her (35cd). This is poetic language, as we recognise from the typically Semitic parallelism: ἐγώ εἰμι ὁ ὥν ὑπελεύσεται ἐπὶ σέ, καὶ ὁ δόμος τούτου ἐπικαταστήσεται. This poetics of the possible is meant to capture Mary’s imagination and transfigure her, so that she may become a window through which the Eternal may be actualised in time and space. The angel reminds Mary of Elizabeth, a family member, who even at an advanced age finds herself 6 months pregnant – she who had been called barren. And if this was not enough to break through the boundaries of Mary’s imagination, the angel concludes, ‘See, with God nothing will be (or may be) impossible’ (37).17

By the time Mary responds a third time, she has been transformed into an eschatological agent. At first a lowly and lonely child in a dire situation,18 the limits of her existence have been exploded by the poetic nudging of a Strange Visitor. At the end of this encounter, she has turned into an agent (δούλα, ‘slave, servant’) of the Divine, not entirely different from the angel – a Messenger of God – for Mary’s body becomes the portal through which the Messiah steps into the world. Her final words are simple but filled with dynamic potency, ‘May it be with me according to your word’ (γένοιτό μοι κατά το τρίτιμο σου). Let’s linger here a moment, for the Greek is rich in subtle wordplay. First, there has been a development from the angel’s ‘word’ (λόγος, logos, 29a), which perplexed Mary upon hearing the angel’s greeting, to ‘according to your word’ (ῥῆμα, rhema, 38c). While logos and rhema really function as synonyms in the biblical text, our passage seems to imply development here in terms of the mere ‘words’ that the angel has spoken, to the weight of these words and the impact that they have had on Mary. Rhema follows in 38c upon the angel’s use of the word, which is here better translated as no ‘thing’: ‘For nothing (πάντα ῥήμα) will be impossible with God’. When the young Mary receives the Stranger, it seems she opens to, and is opened by, possibility.

Richard Kearney and the Divine Host–Stranger

Richard Kearney considers the Annunciation in the first chapter of Anatheism, where he reflects on instances of hospitality to the Uninvited Guest from the three Abrahamic faiths. Encounters with the Divine Stranger in Scripture are marked either by hospitality or hostility.20 There is either an opening to or a withdrawing from, and when Mary responds to the divine invitation in ‘the first act of Christian anatheism’ – ‘hinking again, believing again, trusting again’ – she bears a child and possibilises the advent of the Messiah (Kearney 2011:17, 24). Kearney appeals to Andrei Rublev’s striking Icon of the Trinity (1411 CE), featuring three angels seated around an empty chalice: ...

...symbol of the gap in our horizons of time and space where other than the womb-heart of Mary herself (khora). As the Greek...

17.Luke chooses words for the angel that are similar to those in Genesis 18:14a, where the divine visitor announces Sarah’s pregnancy to Abraham: ‘Is anything too wonderful for the Yahweh?’ (יהוה חרב).

18.The dire position to which I refer pertains to Mary’s social status and the fact that she had likely fallen pregnant out of wedlock. For her social status, the fact that she lived in Nazareth means that she formed part of a small agrarian community that was both extremely poor and looked down upon by other Palestinians, not to mention Judeans, towns (cf. Crossan 1995:26). Furthermore, as a young, unmarried female, probably around 13 years of age, she had no standing in society. As for her pregnancy, the traditional view of Mary as virgin – even perpetual virgin in some cases, cf. Prot. Jos. – took shape amidst a patriarchy that enforced its values on women through the stories they told. As such, Mary was often pictured as a paragon of purity, a ‘Second Eve’ who corrects the mistakes of the first (Wilson 2012:512–513, 515; cf. Fornberg 2002:158; cf. e.g., Gambero [1999:51–58] for Irenaeus’ description of the parallel between Eve and Mary along the same lines as Adam and Christ in Paul). The reality was no doubt very different. The emphasis on Mary’s purity may probably be traced back to a Jewish polemic that identified Mary as a harlot who conceived Jesus out of wedlock (cf. Wilson 2012:512–513; cf. Stevenson 2012:530).

19.Kearney engages the important formula Ἐγώ εἰμι ὁ ὥν (Ex 3:14) hermeneutically to suggest that the usual translation ‘I am that I am’ be adjusted to ‘I am who may be’. The Hebrew has been translated into Greek as Εὐγενής δὲ ὁ ὥν (eugenes ho on), into Latin a sum to this you of as ego sum that been hermeneutically rediscovered (cf. Wilson 2012:516). Indeed, ‘(the) “dangerous memory” of the young woman and her mother Mary of Nazareth, who, probably not knowing their aerial twelve or thirteen years old, pregnant, frightened, and single ... can subvert the hostility that the ‘name’ should be read in the context of a dynamic mandate, pointing to the divine collaboration in the coming of justice on earth (Kearney 2001:26).

20.Kearney reminds us of the way Matthew (25:35–44) suggests the ‘surprising diversity of the hospice’, where ‘a stranger’ (εἰκόνα) is welcomed or turned away: ‘Eschatology is realized in the presence of the alien in our midst. Love of the guest becomes love of God. The cut comes, once more, in this critical and ultimate choice: to welcome or repudiate the stranger. It is not surprising that when Jesus, in another episode, is asked by the lawyer, “who is my neighbor?” he replies with the story of the Good Samaritan – the alien outsider who brings healing to the wounded and the dying (Luke 10:25–36). Theophany as the guest become host’ (Kearney 2011:29).
The result is a captivating poetics of becoming. A young girl is met by a strange yet divine wager – the announcement of a would-be Messiah. She receives the Stranger as host, yet finds herself perplexed in the face of the seemingly impossible. The Divine Messenger entices her, however, to believe more, and so become more. Confronted by the One who may be, Mary finds herself transfigured by a poetics of the possible. Her imagination is so captivated – we could say that her yetser opens to Divine intention – that in the face of her ‘yes’, she becomes co-creator with God of a new, eschatological world. Having initially received the Stranger as hostess, she finds that she has become guest to the Stranger – witness to and partaker of God’s initiative of continuous creation: ‘The Nazarene’s double response – to hosting the stranger’s impossible love – is perhaps our condition too?’ (Kearney 2015a:222). This double hospitality expresses the paradox of the Powerless Possible: God as possibility, or as the ‘impossibility of impossibility’, is vulnerable to human response insofar as God may be God in the form of the eschatological Kingdom of love and justice.21,22 A human ‘yes’ to this divine wager at once turns the human host into guest as she is ‘overshadowed’ with the posibilising power of the Spirit, says Kearney:

... divinity – as Father, Son, or Spirit – is described as a posibilizing of divine love and logos in the order of human history where it would otherwise have been impossible. In other words, the divine reveals itself here as the possibility of the Kingdom – or if you prefer to cite a via negativa, as the impossibility of impossibility. (Kearney 2007:52)

**Conclusion**

When read together through the lense of possibility, the narratives of Eden and the Annunciation illustrate Kearney’s eschatological understanding of imagination as that whereby humanity may become co-creators in the ongoing act of divine creation. The God Who May Be is closely tied to Kearney’s interpretation of the kingdom, which is – in the case of the God of posse23 – never imposed or declared already accomplished from the beginning. Instead, it is by opening ourselves to the transfiguring power of transcendence that the God Who May Be offers each person the possibility of realising a promised kingdom and thus also to transfigure God in turn, ‘by making divine possibility ever more incarntate and alive’ (Kearney 2001:2).

If the dawn of the Messianic Kingdom of justice and love is seen as a divine act of salvation, then these two narratives illustrate that humanity, through its ability to ‘imagine’ and project itself into the future – either in alignment or opposition to the divine will – becomes the agents that enable God’s Kingdom to come in physicality. This invites us to reimagine the entire Christ event, not only the baby’s birth, as such an eschatological event. Christ, who submits his yetser to the will of the Father in an act of worshipful surrender, becomes the perfect embodiment of the Word of God to a humanity whose yetser is perpetually put in service of itself in an act of idolatry. The enabling of the Kingdom of God in Jesus, who embodies the human telos, captures the human imagination and transfigures humanity through the existential experience of transcendence which breaks into its concrete reality through the Christ event and its retelling. In this way, realising eschatology is posibilised through the imagination. Christ as prototype of the divinely intended telos of humanity becomes an existential possibility via the transfiguration, enacted by the imagination. This enables humanity to become co-creators with God of the new creation, or Kingdom of God. Such an interpretation proposes an eschatological approach to God (a God of posse) as an alternative to the omnipotent, omniscient and omnicausal God of metaphysics (the God of esse). Whereas the God of esse faces the discrediting of philosophy and is ever haunted by the conundrum of theodicy and is a God torn between his love for and his judgement of a humankind caught in a perpetually sinful state, the God of posse captures the free yetser of humankind and ever calls creation forward to its fulfilment in God’s Messianic Kingdom of love and justice.
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